1.8V-8.4Vdc
GND

1s to 2s Liion input

C3, optional bulk cap

CCM: high - forces CCM
low - allows DCM

PFM; high - disables PFM mode
low - allows PFM

NOTES:
1) short pin 16 "SWN" to GND, R5 OPEN
2) used D3 ZENER 3.6V for OVP
3) inserted gate resistors R10, R11 10 Ohm
4) tuned loop

Rev B:
1) short pin 16 "SWN" to GND, R6 OPEN
2) used D3 ZENER 3.6V for OVP
3) inserted gate resistors R10, R11 10 Ohm
4) tuned loop

NOTES:
1) R13 for test purposes only
2) built on PCB 30284 Rev A

load pole @ 386Hz, zero @ 723Hz

RHPZ @ 12.27kHz, bw < 2 kHz, pole to 20kHz

approx. 3.3V @ 800mA

single LED

Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.

Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that this design will meet the specifications, or be suitable for your application or for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
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You agree to fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages, costs, losses, and/or liabilities arising out of your non-compliance with the terms and provisions of this Notice.
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